Theoretical review: altered pain regulatory systems in chronic pain.
This review synthesizes the existing literature regarding the relationship between resting blood pressure and pain sensitivity, and the literature indicating possible endogenous opioid dysfunction in chronic pain. Adaptive interactions between the cardiovascular and pain regulatory systems occur in healthy individuals, with greater blood pressure associated with decreased acute pain sensitivity. Endogenous opioids appear necessary for full expression of this relationship. There is ample evidence indicating diminished endogenous opioid CSF/plasma levels in chronic pain patients, yet little is known about the functional effects of these opioid changes. A theoretical model is proposed based upon the literature reviewed suggesting progressive dysfunction in endogenous opioid systems with increasing chronic pain duration. This dysfunction is hypothesized to result in dysregulation of normally adaptive relationships between the cardiovascular and pain regulatory systems, resulting in increased chronic pain intensity and increased acute pain sensitivity among chronic pain patients. Preliminary data are consistent with the hypothesis of progressive opioid changes resulting in dysfunctional alterations in the adaptive blood pressure-pain relationship. Clinical implications of this theory are discussed.